Am ixture of Sm 2 O 3 (0.05 mmol), methylenedisulfonic acid (0.16 mmol) and H 2 O(10 mL) was sealed in a25mLTeflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and heated at 140°Cfor 2days. After the mixture was cooled to room temperature, it was filtrated and the filtrate was slowly evaporated, yielding light yellow crystals of the title compoud (83 %based on Sm).
Discussion
Due to the weak coordination strength of monosulfonate ions, most metal complexes of these ligands obtained from aqueous solution are water-coordinated metal sulfonate salts. The coordination chemistry of the sulfonate ion has been less well investigated in comparison with other organic acidato anions such as carbonates and phosphonates [1] . However, by employing disulfonates, which can provide multiple potentially chelating coordination sites, stable networks sustained by sulfonate-metal interactions can be obtained with various dimensionalities [2, 3] . The asymmetric unit of the title crystal structure consists of two samarium ions, six coordinating water molecules and three CH 2 2 2− ligand chelates two Sm1 ions simultaneously by using four of its sulfonate oxygens (O7, O8, O10 and O11) into a "paddle-wheel" dimer with an inversion center lying in the middle, and the Sm···Sm distance is 5.348(4) Å.S m2 ions are chelated and bridged through O13−S5−O14 and O16−S6−O18 connectivities into azigzag chain. The rest CH 2 (SO 3 ) 2 2− ligand joins the dimer and the chain through two O−S−Obridges (O1− S1−O2 and O4−S2−O5), thus forming atwo-dimensional sheet. The three-dimensional structure is stabilized by intricate interlayer hydrogen bonding. 
